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Christmas is a time when most faiths will make
arrangements for events or gatherings at their places
of worship, or at least respond to the traditional
fundraising appeals for charities or good causes.

Thankfully, most of the time, such activities represent
little to no additional risk. However, larger events or
unusual fundraising activities can present more
significant ones. These will need to be properly
managed to ensure people remain safe. 

Any religious holiday can not only create extra
concerns for places of worship but can also draw the
attention of those that wish to highlight their
grievances or take advantage of a large number of
people attending events that are usually publicized
well in advance.

Being aware of the issues and doing a little detailed
planning before the event starts, monitoring some of
the precautions that have been put in place during the
event, and working with your local Police should
reduce and mitigate the risks as far as possible.

Its important not to detract from the goodwill and joy
that accompanies these events but making your
congregation and guests aware of the protocols you
have in place will create reassurance, ensuring that
your celebrations are a success.

This information is not meant to be exhaustive - it is
only aimed at providing some insight into the types of
issues to consider, along with a general approach that
could be adopted. You may need to look at more
detailed guidance provided by your local faith
associations or governing bodies, depending on the
nature of the event you intend to hold and the number
of staff and volunteers you have available.

Situational  Awareness
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Do you have medically trained people in place to quickly

respond? How will you handle crowds, bystanders or

environmental challenges? Do you have first aid equipment

readily accessible? Who will make the determination when

the situation requires a higher level of medical response?

Who will call and direct first responders to the scene?

Test precautions, providing information and training for any

employees and volunteers on what they need to do.

Document your arrangements and responsibilities for hosting

events, perhaps as part of your health and safety policy.

Keep records of what you have done.

Consider informing your local Police that events are taking

place so that crowds or parking problems can be anticipated.

Ensure that publicity material and tickets remind the

attendees of any restrictions or requests relating to their

participation.

Organize safe attendance at the event for vulnerable people

or less able by encouraging travel in groups or with

volunteers.
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Generally, you will
need to ensure that
the event is properly
managed so that
people remain safe.
You may also need to
look at your legal
responsibilities.
Complete risk
assessments to
identify the
precautions you need
to take.

Before the Event
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During
the Event
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Consider placing volunteers in the immediate

vicinity to reassure lone attendees and guide

your guests to the venue safely.

Consider extra lighting around the venue.

Ask staff and volunteers to politely challenge

anyone who seems lost or ‘out of place’.

Consider posting staff or volunteers on entry

and exit doors to secure the building in an

emergency and help with evacuation if needed.

Consider car parking and the outer perimeter.

Check and communicate fire procedures and

evacuation plan.

Make sure that charity money is handled by

nominated people and secured safely.

For larger events make sure that there is a focal

point for information or a location that lost

children can be taken to for safety.
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After the
Event

Have a closure and exit plan - Ask staff and

volunteers to see the guests safely out of the

event and try to restrict the gathering of crowds

in car parks, exposed sites or the roadways to

prevent accidents with vehicles.

Hold a de-brief with your staff and volunteers to

identify what went well and what did not. 

Check the security and safety of the venue -

especially in the areas where candles and naked

flames are used.

Search the venue for anyone still left in the

building and for lost property and bags that are

unaccounted for. 

Try to cooperate with your local Police as much

as possible, especially if the Place of Worship

receives strange communications, threats or

warnings in relation to the organization or for a

specific event. 

ALWAYS report crime - even if it is vandalism or if

it seems relatively minor. It allows the Police to

build a threat and risk profile of the area and an

accurate record will assist in your risk

assessments for the future. 
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info@efiorg.eu

www.efiorg.eu

For more info, contact us:

mailto:info@soarproject.eu

